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Consultation on the compatibility of current planned UK Link downtime with UNC changes
proposed in respect of the Nominations and Re-nominations processes at Interconnection Points,
to ensure Great Britain’s compliance with the new European Network Codes.
1 Introduction
This Consultation has been written by National Grid NTS, in its role as owner and operator of the Gas
National Transmission System (NTS) in Great Britain. The purpose of this consultation is to seek
industry views on the compatibility of current planned UK Link downtime with UNC changes
proposed in respect of the Nominations and Re-nominations processes at Interconnection Points1, to
ensure Great Britain’s compliance with the new European Network Codes. National Grid NTS has
written the document after having initial discussions with Ofgem and members of the EU Work
Group.
The UNC currently specifies that ahead of the gas flow day, a User of the NTS is required to provide
notification to National Grid NTS of the quantity of gas it intends to flow into, or out of the NTS on a
Gas Day via submission of a ‘Nomination’. This notification may be revised within a defined timescale
via submission of a ‘Renomination’.
In order to facilitate compliance with the requirements of the EU Network Codes on Gas Balancing of
Transmission Networks (the ‘Balancing Code’, BAL), Capacity Allocation Mechanism (‘CAM Code’) and
Interoperability and Data Exchange Rules (‘INT Code’), the Uniform Network Code (UNC) needs to
provide for new arrangements regarding daily Nomination and Renominations at Interconnection
Points (IPs).
The procedures for daily Nominations and Renominations at IPs described in the Balancing Code and
other EU Codes differ from the prevailing GB arrangements, principally as a result of the need for
interaction between adjacent Transmission System Operators at IPs to match Nomination quantities.
This change has a consequential impact on timescales for processing User Nominations and
Renominations at IPs by National Grid NTS as the Transporter, which will be managed within the UK
Link system.
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This Consultation letter highlights the interaction of the current and proposed Nominations rules
with planned UK Link downtime provisions and seeks stakeholders’ views on a range of options for
the frequency and duration of UK Link downtime and the compatibility of these options with the
requirements of the new European Network Codes.
This issue was discussed at the September 2014 meeting of the European Workgroup run by the Joint
Office of Gas Transporters and agreement in principle was reached with attendees on an approach
which does not change current UK Link downtimes. However, as not all affected stakeholders were
involved in these meetings, we are issuing this Consultation in order to gauge the views of all parties
likely to be impacted by this issue.
The Consultation also sets out the proposed timescales for how this issue will be progressed, whilst
considering wider industry initiatives and dependencies of demand forecasting, and systems change
congestion for October 2015. The document is structured into four sections. Section Two describes
the current and proposed future process for making Nominations and Renominations at IPs in the
context of the UK Link downtime window and obligations within the European Network Codes.
Section Three sets out a number of options, with their associated pros and cons. Section Four
includes a number of questions in relation to the options and the final section, Section Five, shows
the proposed next steps to be undertaken by National Grid NTS.
Please email your responses to Phil.Lucas@nationalgrid.com by 24th December 2014.
2 Background
2.1 Current Renomination Process2
Renominations can be submitted in respect of a Gas Day (kWh/d) at each NTS Exit Point (specifically
Connected System Exit Point) and at each System Entry Point comprised in an Aggregate System
Entry Point at an IP. The minimum notice period for a Renomination to become effective is not less
than 60 minutes for Entry and not less than 15 minutes for Exit.
UNC Transportation Principal Document (TPD) Section C details the rules for submission and
processing of Renominations including the period in which such transactions are able to be
submitted. This period is currently between 15:00 hours on the day prior to the Gas Day (D-1) and
04:00 on the Gas Day (D).
The following diagram illustrates the current period for submission of a Renomination and the
periods impacted by the planned UK Link downtime (see section 2.1.1 for details). Appendix A
provides details of how the current UK Link downtime window operates, which is used to make
periodic updates to the UK Link suite of systems, including Gemini, which is often referred to as the
“Gemini Housekeeping Window” (GHKW).
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For the avoidance of doubt, this process applies to all Entry and Exit points on the NTS
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2.1.1 UK Link Downtime – Current Nomination Process
Although Users may submit Renominations between 15:00 on D-1 and 02:00 on the Gas Day, UNC
TPD Section U 1.11.1 as detailed below provides for periods for when the UK Link system is
unavailable to enable system maintenance to be undertaken:


“To enable the Transporters to operate and maintain UK Link, on each Day and/or particular
Days UK Link, or (where so specified in the UK Link Manual) particular parts of UK Link, will
not be operational at certain times and for certain periods ("planned UK Link downtime")
specified in or determined in accordance with the UK Link Manual.”

The UK Link Manual, IS Service Definition Appendix 2 specifies the actual periods of “planned UK Link
downtime”, for the whole of UK Link as follows:


“every Monday to Saturday, 1 hour between 0415 and 0545hrs and every Sunday 0400 to
0600hrs”.

The Renomination time periods impacted by the current planned UK Link downtime are shown in the
following table:
Day
Monday to Saturday

Entry/Exit Point
Entry
Exit

Sunday

Entry
Exit

Times
03:01-05:15 (D-1)
03:01-04:00 (D)
03:46-05:15 (D-1)
03:46-04:00 (D)
03:01-06:00 (D-1)
03:01-04:00 (D)
03:46-06:00 (D-1)
03:46-04:00 (D)

Therefore, the Renominations period remains largely unaffected by planned UK Link downtime
across a full week period for Entry Renominations and for Exit Renominations.
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2.2 Proposed Renominations Process at IPs (as advocated by UNC Modification Proposal 0493)
To implement the requirements in respect of the new Nomination arrangements at IPs, National Grid
NTS raised UNC Modification 0493 in April 2014.
Consistent with the current approach described in section 2.1, Modification 0493 seeks to maintain
the principle of the specification of a period for Renominations which is then subject to the prevailing
terms relating to planned UK Link downtime.
Users may submit Renominations between 15:00 on D-1 and 02:00 on the Gas Day. National Grid
NTS will process Renominations from the commencement of the hour following submission, the hour
bar (HB). The minimum notice period for a Renomination to become effective is 120 minutes.
The following diagram illustrates the proposed period for submission of a Renomination and the
periods impacted by the planned UK Link downtime.
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The diagram reflects the implementation of UNC Modification 0461 from 1st October 2015 whereby
the Gas Day changes from 0600/0600hrs to 0500/0500hrs. One further aspect of Modification 0461
is the movement of planned UK Link downtime from 0400hrs/0600hrs to 0300hrs/0500hrs on a
Sunday and from 04:15hrs/05:15hrs to 03:15hrs/04:15hrs Monday to Saturday.
2.2.1

UK Link Downtime – New Nomination Process at IPs

The Renomination time periods potentially impacted by the current planned UK Link downtime is
shown in the following table:
Day
Monday to Saturday

Times
01:00-04:15 (D-1)
01:00-02:00 (D)
01:00-05:00 (D-1)
01:00-02:00 (D)

Sunday

In this case, the Renomination period that remains unaffected by planned UK Link downtime across a
full week period for all Renominations at IPs is slightly reduced for IPs. However, for other GB entry
and exit points the performance levels remain unchanged.
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In both the current Renomination process and the new Renomination process at IPs the principle
impact of planned UK Link downtime is on the Renominations period on the Preceding Day (D-1),
however at this point there remains considerable opportunity for a User to address its commercial
balancing position prior to the deadline for Renominations towards the end of the following Gas Day.
Whilst there remains an impact on the availability of systems (and therefore ability to process
Renominations) towards the end of the Renominations window on the Gas Day itself (D), i.e.
between 02:00(D) and 04:00(D) the impacts are arguably minimal for the following reasons:



system unavailability is outside core business hours;
the final NDM forecast (which may impact a User’s commercial Balancing position) is
provided at midnight which affords the opportunity for a User to submit a Renomination,
and for this to be processed, prior to planned UK Link downtime.

2.2.2 Interoperability Code
The EU Interoperability and Data Exchange Rules Network Code, which was approved by the EU
Commission on 4th November sets out the principles for the data exchange activities within the
Nominations process and implementation is required by May 2016. Article 22 ‘Data exchange
system security and availability’, of this Code, provides that:
“Each transmission system operator shall be responsible for ensuring the availability of its
own system and shall keep the downtime, as a consequence of planned IT maintenance, to a
minimum and shall inform its counterparties in a timely manner, prior to the planned
unavailability”.
Therefore, the Interoperability Code recognises that a Transmission System Operator may require
periods of system outage to undertake maintenance of its systems. Whilst the Code requires such
periods be kept to a “minimum”, it does not further define minimum, so this requirement is open to
interpretation.
Principally, this Consultation document seeks the views of stakeholders in respect of defining the
level of system unavailability which meets the Interoperability Code requirements for the
minimisation of downtime, specifically in the context of Renominations at IPs. The Consultation
identifies a range of options for downtime duration, one or more of which stakeholders may view as
consistent with Interoperability Code requirements.
3 Options
National Grid NTS has identified a range of options for the prospective management of planned UK
Link downtime. The options were discussed with the industry at the UNC European Workgroup in
September 2014. These Options (with associated pros, cons and estimated costs) are set out below
and range from retention of the existing downtime (no change) to development of 24/7 system
availability.
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Whichever option is favoured and if this requires change, this will need to be carefully considered
against existing funding arrangements for National Grid NTS as the System Operator and the Xoserve
User Pays model.
For any option requiring a change to existing arrangements it is important to note that National Grid
NTS will not be in a position to deliver this by October 2015 because of the following reasons:
 new infrastructure would need to be designed, procured and built
 new phases of testing would need to be introduced into the plan (e.g. operational
performance, penetration testing), which would compress the time available for User
Acceptance Testing (UAT) of EU functional changes
 additional regression testing is required for non-EU functionality
 The project delivery would introduce a very significant risk of slipping the EU Phase 2 release
beyond winter 2015.
These issues have been validated in discussions with Xoserve, which has highlighted that to deliver
increased system availability (via option 2a, 2b or 3) would require a project of at least 9 – 12 months
duration costing an estimated £1m - £2m+, in an already congested implementation window.
Having considered the systems impacts and associated delivery timescales, the most likely timescale
to deliver options 2a, 2b or 3 will be from May 2016 at the earliest, when the Interoperability Code
becomes effective. Therefore, the existing planned UK Link downtime will be in place until at least
this point.
The rest of this section sets out the details of each option, with the associated pros, cons and
estimated costs. The estimated cost ranges have been produced based on high level analysis which
would need to be re-evaluated once a clear requirement is established by the industry.
3.1 Option 1: Do Nothing – Retain the Existing daily UK Link downtime
Option 1 is to ‘Do Nothing’ and maintains the existing UK Link downtime window (with a 1 hour
outage on a Monday to Saturday, 2 hours on a Sunday). It retains the existing arrangements within
UNC for scheduling additional extended maintenance outages.
Option

Description

Pros

Cons

1

Do Nothing –
Retain Existing
daily UK Link
downtime,
including specific
system relevant
outages

•
•

•

•

No additional cost
Consistent with
existing GB regime Renomination process
is reduced by daily
outage
INT Code recognises
outages

•

Renomination Process
at IP’s availability
reduced by daily
outage
Whether a daily
outage keeps
downtime “to a
minimum” is open to
interpretation

Estimated
Costs
£0

The feedback received by National Grid NTS at the European Workgroup was that the existing
planned UK Link downtime (option 1) was likely to be compliant with the EU Interoperability Code
requirement for the minimisation of system downtime. As a consequence, National Grid NTS is
6

minded to support option 1 – Do Nothing. However, National Grid NTS recognises that other
stakeholders not present at the European Workgroup may have other views.
3.2 Option 2A routine planned outage for 2 hours plus non-routine extended outages as required for
Gemini
This option would remove the daily downtime window, but retain the ability to schedule routine
maintenance outages as required plus non-routine extended outages as required. Note that the
exact timing of the routine outage needs to be determined but it would be less frequent than daily
(weekly, monthly, bi-monthly, etc).
Option

Description

Pros

Cons

2A

A routine planned
outage for 2 hours
plus non-routine
extended outages
as required (exact
timings to be
determined)

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

Renomination Process
availability increased
(relative to option 1)
Less frequent non
routine outages
(relative to option 2b)
INT Code recognises
outages
Improved visibility
and planning
Shippers and traders
are already familiar
with managing
outages
Able to quickly deploy
small scale,
unplanned change or
maintenance activities

•

•

•

•

Implementation cost
circa £1m
Routine outages still
required (but less than
in the case of option 1)
There are likely to be
more non routine
outages than Option 1,
but less than Option
2B
The need to manage
the outage schedule
whilst fixing
operational system
issues
Outages kept to a
minimum

Estimated
Costs
£1 million

3.3 Option 2B Non routine outage on Gemini as required
This option would remove the daily downtime window, but retain the ability to schedule non routine
maintenance outages. Note that the anticipated level of non-routine outages would be higher than
for option 2A and the exact timings (duration and frequency) need to be determined.
Option

Description

Pros

Cons

2B

Non routine
outage as required
(Note that
anticipated level of
non-routine outage
would be higher

•

•

•
•

Renomination process
availability increased
(relative to option 1)
No routine outages
INT Code recognises
outages
7

•

•

Implementation cost
circa £1m
More frequent nonroutine outages
(relative to option 2a)
Outages less

Estimated
Costs
£1 million

than for option 2A)

predictable for
planning and a greater
amount of governance
required

3.4 Option 3 Full Availability for Gemini on a 24/7 basis
This option would provide complete availability for Gemini on a 365 day, 24/7 basis
Option

Description

Pros

Cons

3

Full Availability of
Gemini on a 24/7
basis

•

•
•

•
•

Maximum flexibility
for Users
No planned outages
There will be no
constraints on
nomination activities

•

Most expensive option
Not mandated by
Interoperability Code
This Option could be
considered as
additional to the
minimum level of
Compliance needed

Estimated
Costs
£2
million+

National Grid NTS will consider the views of all stakeholders and will subsequently engage with
Ofgem prior to making a decision as to which option to implement, having regard to the existing
funding arrangements for National Grid NTS as the System Operator and the Xoserve User Pays
model. This approach is particularly important with regards to option 3 given that, in National Grid
NTS’ view it goes above and beyond what is required.
4 Consultation Questions
National Grid NTS invites the views of interested parties in relation to the options set out in this
Consultation letter. In particular, we would appreciate views on:
1. Do you agree with the pros and cons of each option? If not please explain.
2. Are there any additional costs or benefits associated with any of the options identified?
3. Do you believe that there are any other options that should be considered? If so, please provide
details.
4. Which option or options do you believe comply with the Interoperability Code requirement to
minimise system downtime in the context of the Renominations process at IP points?
5. Which Option would you prefer to be implemented?
6. If you support option 2A, 2B or 3 would you consider User Pays to be the appropriate funding
mechanism?
7. Are there any other issues that you would like to highlight that have not been addressed within
this Consultation document?
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5 Next Steps
National Grid NTS will take account of the views of stakeholders expressed in response to this
consultation. National Grid NTS will create a Decision Document with a view to presenting the
findings back to the European Workgroup in early 2015. National Grid NTS will also work with Ofgem
to conclude which option to implement, taking into account the existing funding arrangements and
the views provided.
Any questions or responses to this letter should be directed to Phil Lucas at
phil.lucas@nationalgrid.com. Responses should be received by 24th December 2014.
Yours sincerely,

Helen Campbell
Head of Commercial Frameworks Gas
National Grid Gas Transmission
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Appendix A – Gemini Housekeeping Window Overview
The primary purpose of the Gemini Housekeeping Window (GHKW) is to undertake Gemini system
information backups. The secondary purpose is to restart/check the services provided by Gemini ahead
of the next gas day. The maintenance window is currently 0415am to 0515am Monday to Saturday and
from 4am to 6am on Sundays.
The following tasks are completed within the window:
 Database Backups (‘Cold backups’) of the Gemini system and other related databases (EXIT
Reform/IAP)
 Housekeeping and daily refresh of services activities for daily archival of server log files and
refresh of WebLogic services for better memory and disk space utilisation
 Gemini/Exit code deployment
 Various planned activities such as patching, clock change and Disaster Recovery activity, which
all require an outage/server restart
The GHKW is a daily scheduled activity during which a number of services are restarted, so the Gemini
system is not available during this period for the following systems components:
 Gemini/EXIT/IAP Databases
 Gemini/EXIT Application servers
 Gemini/EXIT Web cache services
 Gemini/EXIT reports services
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